Homophily Preserving Community Detection.
As a fundamental problem in social network analysis, community detection has recently attracted wide attention, accompanied by the output of numerous community detection methods. However, most existing methods are developed by only exploiting link topology, without taking node homophily (i.e., node similarity) into consideration. Thus, much useful information that can be utilized to improve the quality of detected communities is ignored. To overcome this limitation, we propose a new community detection approach based on nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), namely, homophily preserving NMF (HPNMF), which models not only link topology but also node homophily of networks. As such, HPNMF is able to better reflect the inherent properties of community structure. In order to capture node homophily from scratch, we provide three similarity measurements that naturally reveal the association relationships between nodes. We further present an efficient learning algorithm with convergence guarantee to solve the proposed model. Finally, extensive experiments are conducted, and the results demonstrate that HPNMF has strong ability to outperform the state-of-the-art baseline methods.